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ABSTRACT

The teacher’s role is very important with the intention of increase the education quality. As professional educators, teachers are
not only responsibility in instructional task and learning but also ought to develop their profession. Producing scientific product is
one of the proofs that they improve the developing of the profession. In fact, there are so many teacher especially elementary
school teachers who can not create scientific article additionally. The aims of the community service program are increasing
understanding and skill on clarity and technique of writing scientific articles.
The methods that will be used in this program in order to attain the goals are give training for the elementary teachers in district
Sleman, Sleman region. This training concept establish with increasing motivation and understanding on writing scientific articles.
In the following tread, the teachers will be accompanied to write the scientific articles, given examples and feedback afterwards.
The training will be conduct in UPTD Dinas Pendidikan in Sleman district for 2 days on July 27th and 28th 2016 at 7.30am until
4.30pm. 
In general all of the participants do the activities with high motivation and wholeheartedly. It is all clear in their attendance for
three weeks and participates in every session with great enthusiasm and full of attention. They ask questions and also things that
unclear in discussion session, until they understand the comprehension. In the first training activity, the participants do it
thoroughly. They feel get something new that they never knew it before, the participant become understand more about the
concept and the scientific article  aspects and the process of writing it. It is proofs in the result of their scientific article which they
bring along in the second meeting that almost completely a good scientific article. The second day activity is Guiding/the
consultation paper of KTI, gived the task independently, and evaluation. The participants seem ambitious in use this opportunity
to have a consultation, asking some questions, and fix or make a revision to the article that they made and they bring their
articles. In fact, those articles that have been collected are appropriate to the criteria even still there is some mistake in typing the
opinion or reference.
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